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Capture the summer breeze  

Can you capture that laidback feeling of summer even when you’re dealing with 
high season? Duni’s Summer Collection ensures that staff have that little extra 
time for making your customers feel truly welcome. Our time-saving table 
settings include napkin pockets for fast table set up, silicone candleholders and 
placemats perfect for outdoor settings and a colour range that brings sunshine to 
the tables. 
 
New functional design  
Since the success of our unbreakable silicone Moody tealight holder in 2011, Duni is now 
introducing a new, more complete line of silicone products for the table top. One such product 
is the Silicone Placemats. It is washable, re-usable and can be used outside as it doesn’t fly 
away due to the anti-skid property. The range of silicion candleholders has also been extended 
and two of them awarded with the design prize “Red dot award”. 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another smart way to save time for your staff without compromising on quality is to use Duni 
Duetto® placemats and Duni Sacchetto prefolded napkins. Also these are perfect for designing your 
outdoor restaurant since the napkin won’t fly away! 
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Beautiful summer 
Capture the summer breeze and warm weather atmosphere without compromising on design 
with Duni’s new Rio-range or beautifully Sensia Kiwi. 
  

 
 
The wedding season has started 
When it comes to weddings, every little detail has to be beyond perfect for your guests. Using 
our premium-quality, practical napkins, candles, and tablecoverings, you can be sure it will be 
– whether the happy couple want their big day to be traditional or a little more conventional. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Don’t forget to check out and get inspired on our homepage Duni.com.  
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For more information please contact:   
Marielle Noble, Marketing & Communications Director, +46 734 196179 
e-mail marielle.noble@duni.com  
 
 

Duni napkins 
and table covers 
are FSC 
certified.  

Like linen, but smarter. Elegance® Lily 48 cm napkins capture the lovely look and feel 
of linen, but are much easier to work with, allowing you to cut costs and increase 
flexibility. 


